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    MACHINE LEARNING FOR MARKETING 
 

   By Kevin Clark 
 
 

Executive Summary  
 

Marketing is about creating a positive climate for sales. With the advent 
of machine learning technology, customer sentiment that was collected 
in moments of time can become continuous feeds of insights. The 
practice of making sense of this flow of information is also graduating 
from data analytics to machine learning and cognitive computing. 
Machine Learning can be a useful companion to marketing 
professionals to better serve the needs of customers and cultivate 
better opportunities for selling and profitable revenue. 
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The Case for Machine Learning for Marketing 
 
Marketing has been creating customer clusters and segments for decades. It is 
valuable for focus and allocation of scarce resources. Fast forward to now. Today 
it’s possible to create an interest graph of customer clusters and then animate 
them. You can prime machine learning bots with interest and preference data to 
see what a simulated customer profile or persona will find attractive.  
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The Case for Machine Learning for Marketing (continued) 
 
This is useful for seeing what each cluster or segment would likely be paying 
attention to and reading today. This can drive better messaging, positioning, and 
content for marketing campaigns, social media threads, advertising copy, and 
proactive and reactive public relations.  
 
After a period of bots reading in general web categories, it is then possible for 
simulated customer personas to read draft advertising, public relations, and social 
media content and comment on it in advance. The machine learning system can 
suggest other sources to quote and reference for authenticity. Rate the copy or 
content on interest and usefulness. Machine learning can also enhance and 
augment and morph the customer clusters and segments as new information 
arrives on shifting buying communities and preferences. 
 
 
New Category 
 
Machine learning will be disruptive and transform marketing as we understand it 
today. Machine Learning Marketing is a new category. Marketing professionals 
that embrace it will have disproportionate competitive advantage in the 
marketplace – both for themselves as enabled and augmented talent – and for 
the employers and clients that work with them. It moves research in the field 
from being slices-in-time to being continuous insights. Machine Learning 
Marketing is fully dynamic and can not only detect shifts in the marketplace; it 
can update customer profiles and personas to reflect what’s happening now. 
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